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Abstract

To implement deterministic short-range numerical weather forecast error correction, this study develops a novel approach using the variational method and historical data. Based on time-dependency characteristic of nonsystematic forecast error, variational approach is adopted to establish the mapping relation between nonsystematic error series and the prior period nonsystematic error series, so as to estimate nonsystematic error in the future and revise the forecast under the premise of the revision for forecast systematic forecast error. According to the hindcast daily data of geopotential height on 500 hPa generated by GRAPES model on January and July from 2002 to 2010, preliminary analysis is carried out on characteristics of forecast error in East Asia. Further estimation and forecast correction test are conducted for nonsystematic error. The result shows that the nonsystematic forecast error in the GRAPES model has obvious characteristic of state dependency. Nonsystematic forecast error changes along season and the state of weather and accounts for great proportion in total forecast error. Nonsystematic forecast error estimated by variational approach is relatively close to the real forecast error. After nonsystematic correction, the corrected 24 h and 48 h forecast of majority samples has a smaller RMSE. Further study on temperature shows a similar result, even comparing to the observational upper air MICAPS data.

1. Introduction

As a result of the usage of various observation data, application of advanced data assimilation method [1–3] as well as innovation in computer and forecast technology, the weather forecasting, and numerical simulation has developed significantly in the past decades [4]. However, numerical forecasts still suffer from model dynamic framework, parameterized scheme, and related shortcomings (i.e., initial conditions and boundary conditions for regional models). In order to make a skillful short-range forecast, apart from direct improvement in initial data and models, postprocessing algorithms also work to remove model errors.

A large variety of numerical weather prediction postprocessing methods has been proposed and tested [5–8]. Chou [9] proposed a method combining dynamics and statistics, in which observation is regarded as the solution of the atmosphere model, and solving inverse problem was used to correct the model error. This method was further developed by Huang et al. [10], Ren and Chou [6], and Yu et al. [11]. In the study by Peng et al. [12], the concept of anomaly integration and historical climate data was used, and a novel operational framework was proposed to implement deterministic numerical weather prediction within 15 days. Zupanski and Zupanski [13] proposed a new method for model error estimation combining with ensemble data assimilation method, state augmentation as well as parameter. Recently, model bias correction is also applied to dynamical 4 downscaling of regional climate [14, 15] and ensemble forecasts [16–19] to provide reliable probability forecasts and shows obvious improvement.

error was regarded as linear function of state variable. The statistical model can be acquired from time series of forecast state. Danforth et al. [21] suggested separating the model error into three components: the model bias (obtained by time averaging the error over several years), the periodic (seasonal and diurnal) component of the error, and the nonperiodic error. Danforth and Kalnay [22] indicated that, if the degree of freedom of model is N, then the method proposed by Leith needs N^2 floating point arithmetic in each step, which requires more computation time for the forecast than that in the biased model integration alone. Therefore, he proposed to combine Leith’s method with a new computationally inexpensive approach based on SVD (singular value decomposition). The method can be applied at a rather low cost and yields significant forecast improvements. Based on this method (application of SVD), Shao et al. [23] solved this problem by minimization with variational method; forecast error was divided into two parts: systematic error and nonsystematic error, where systematic error is the average of forecast error and the rest part is nonsystematic forecast error. Thus, the solution is more stable and be prone to be added to other constraint conditions (such as background item).

In this paper, we introduce a new forecast error correction approach using variational method. Nonlinear mapping relation between current nonsystematic error series and the prior period nonsystematic error series is established, based on the time tendency of nonsystematic forecast error [24]. The main goals are to (i) estimate nonsystematic forecast error by using the variational approach and (ii) correct forecast error. The hindcast daily data of geopotential height on 500 hPa generated by GRAPES in January and July from 2002 to 2010. Analysis data from NCEP FNL are used as criterion to assess the result. The forecast error can be calculated as the difference between GRAPES forecast x^f_l and FNL analysis data x^a_l (where k donates the position of the sample in the time series):

\[ e_k = x^f_{l,k} - x^a_{l,k}. \]  

The forecast error can be separated into two parts: systematic error \( \bar{\epsilon} \), the mean of the training samples, which indicates the seasonal character of the forecast error, and nonsystematic error \( e_k \), the anomaly. The system forecast error \( \bar{\epsilon} \) can be generated by averaging the forecast error \( e_k \) in a period, and nonsystematic error is the residual part:

\[ e_k^f = e_k - \bar{\epsilon}. \]  

2.2. Data and Forecast Error. The data used in this paper include (1) the hindcast daily dataset generated by the GRAPES model with horizontal resolution of 1° × 1° from 2002 to 2010; (2) the NCEP FNL data product; and (3) the upper air observation from MICAPS (Meteorological Information Comprehensive Analysis and Process System).

2.3. Characteristic Analysis of Nonsystematic Error. To realize the urgency of nonsystematic error correction, 24 h and 48 h forecast error samples in January and July from 2008 to 2010 are used to calculate the proportion of nonsystematic error in forecast error. For example, as for 31 samples’ 24 h forecast error in January 2008, the calculation method is as follows: first of all, as for the ith grid point in sample k, the proportion \( r_{i,k} \) of nonsystematic error in forecast error of this grid point is

\[ r_{i,k} = \frac{\epsilon^i_{k}}{\epsilon^i_{k} + \epsilon^f_{k}}, \]  

where \( \epsilon^i_{k} \) is the forecast error and \( \epsilon^f_{k} \) is the nonsystematic error. When \( \epsilon^i_{k} = 0 \), \( r_{i,k} = \frac{\epsilon^f_{k}}{\epsilon^i_{k} + \epsilon^f_{k}} = 0 \). Consider that the calculation is meaningless when \( \epsilon^i_{k} = 0 \), \( r_{i,k} \) at this situation can be calculated according to the following equation:

\[ r_{i,k} = \frac{\epsilon^f_{k}}{\epsilon^i_{k} + \epsilon^f_{k}} \geq \frac{1}{\epsilon^i_{k}/\epsilon^f_{k} + 1}. \]  

The average of \( r_{i,k} \) for all grid points in 31 samples can be used to obtain the proportion of 24 h nonsystematic error in January 2008:
\[ r = \frac{1}{nx \times nt} \sum_{k=1}^{k=nt} \sum_{i=1}^{l=nt} r_{i,k}. \]  

Equation (4) shows that \( r \) is actually the lower limit of proportion for nonsystematic error in forecast error.

### 2.4. Methodology

According to the characteristic of time dependency of nonsystematic error series, variational method can be used to establish the mapping relation between the current nonsystematic error \( \hat{e}_k \) and the prior period nonsystematic error \( \hat{e}_{k-1} \) (one day before), then estimate nonsystematic error in the future. The method is as follows.

Assume that there is a mapping relation \( H \), then a linear operator of statistical relation between \( \hat{e}_k \) and \( \hat{e}_{k-1} \) is

\[ \hat{e}_{k-1} = He_k, \]

where \( \hat{e}_k \) and \( \hat{e}_{k-1} \) can be expressed as an expansion of \( p \) orders, respectively:

\[ \hat{e}_k = \sum_{i=1}^{p} a_i b_i', b' = b^\alpha, \]

\[ \hat{e}_{k-1} = \sum_{i=1}^{p} a_i b_i' = b^\alpha \alpha, \]

where \( \alpha \) is the vector consisting of expansion coefficients and \( b = ((b^r)^\top, b^g)^\top \) is the orthogonal base vector generated from the two sets of the training samples’ nonsystematic forecast error series by the SVD technique. \( b^r \) and \( b^g \) are the base vector of the current nonsystematic error series and the prior period nonsystematic error series, respectively. Specific calculation method of orthogonal base vectors is as follows: first of all, acquire nonsystematic error \( \hat{e}_i' \) \( (i = 1, 2, \ldots, M) \) of \( M \) training samples and nonsystematic error \( \hat{e}_{i-1} \) \( (i = 1, 2, \ldots, M) \) at prior period. Then, couple these two sets and get a column vector \( a_i = (\hat{e}_i', \hat{e}_{i-1})^\top \), so we get a matrix \( A \) with \( M \) column vectors. Applying the SVD technique on matrix \( A \), we can obtain a set of eigenvalue and left and right eigenvector correspondingly. Arrange the eigenvalue in the order from large to small. The eigenvector \( b_i \) \( (i = 1, p) \) of left eigenvector set \( B \), corresponding to the first \( p \) nonzero eigenvalue, is the singular vector needed in (7) and (8). The issue of estimating nonsystematic forecast error can be expressed in the form of minimizing the objective function as follows:

\[ J(\hat{e}) = \hat{e}_k^\top E^{-1} \hat{e}_k + \left[ \hat{e}_{k-1} - He_k \right]^\top O^{-1} \left[ \hat{e}_{k-1} - He_k \right], \]

where \( E \) is the covariance matrix of the background error, and according to Equation (7), it can be expressed as \( E = A_x A_x^\top / (M-1) = b^r A_x (b^r)^\top / (M-1) \). \( O \) is the covariance matrix of the observation error, which is related to the form of \( \hat{e}_{k-1} \), the number of training samples, and so on, and it is hard to gain the accurate estimation. We assume that the order of this mapping relationship is similar to the forecast error, and we have already standardized all the variables according to their variance. So, the covariance is equal to 1. The objective function (9) can be expressed as follows:

\[ J(\alpha) = (M-1) \alpha^T \Lambda_p^2 \alpha + \left[ \hat{e}_{k-1} - b^r \right]^\top \left[ \hat{e}_{k-1} - b^r \right]. \]

The coefficient \( \alpha \) can be acquired from minimizing objective function above, and then, Equation (7) can be used to obtain nonsystematic error \( \hat{e}_k \).

### 2.5. Forecast Error Correction Verification

The method’s ability of estimating nonsystematic error can be assessed by the analysis of forecast correction effects. For the forecast \( x_k \), after adding systematic error and nonsystematic error estimation, the corrected forecast is expressed as

\[ x_k^c = x_k + \alpha + e, \]

where the analysis field \( x_k^c \) is used as true field. The smaller the RMSE is, the closer the corrected forecast is to the FNL field and the better the correction effects is.

### 3. Results and Discussion

#### 3.1. Characteristic Analysis of Forecast Error

To have a preliminary analysis of forecast ability of the GRAPES model, the error calculation method in Section 2.3 is adopted to generate the systematic forecast error and nonsystematic forecast error of geopotential height on 500 hPa of 24 h and 48 h forecast in January and July from 2002 to 2010 in East Asia.

#### 3.1.1. Spatial Characteristic Analysis of Systematic Error

Systematic error field of 24 h and 48 h forecast of the GRAPES model in January and July over East Asia region is given in Figure 1. It shows that systematic error of 24 h and 48 h of geopotential height on 500 hPa in January has a tendency of gradually decreasing from positive value to negative value from south to north with the increase of latitude. The region of the negative value is larger, which indicates that the forecast value of the GRAPES model in low-latitude region is relatively lower and the forecast value in most regions of East Asia (to the north of 20°N and to the west of 120°E) is relatively higher especially in the northeast side of Qinghai-Tibet Plateau. The systematic error of 24 h and 48 h forecast of geopotential height on 500 hPa in July illustrates a tendency of gradual decrease from positive value to negative value from south to north with the variation of latitude. The figure of forecast in the GRAPES model is relatively lower than the FNL field in the region of south of 40°N especially in Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, among which the maximum values of 24 h and 48 h systematic forecast error are, respectively, 22 gpm and 28 gpm. It means that the GRAPES model may have defects in description of the
dynamical and thermodynamic process in the large-scale terrain region.

The similarity of distribution and the difference of value between 48 h and 24 h systematic error indicate that the systematic error will increase with the extension of forecasting period. It is clear that the systematic error of geopotential height on 500 hPa of the GRAPES model has obvious seasonal difference between January and July.

3.1.2. Characteristic Analysis of Nonsystematic Error.

Preliminary analysis is carried out on the spatial distribution characteristic of nonsystematic error and the proportion of it in forecast error.

Nonsystematic error fields of 24 h forecast of geopotential height on 500 hPa of several random samples are specified in Figure 2. It can be seen that nonsystematic error at different time has obvious difference in spatial distribution characteristics, and it has an obvious flow-dependent characteristic. The magnitude of the nonsystematic error at the same forecasting period is basically the same as that of the systematic error. The nonsystematic error of 48 h forecast has a similar feature and a larger value.

The proportion of 24 h and 48 h nonsystematic error of geopotential height on 500 hPa in total forecast error in January and July from 2008 to 2010 in East Asia is given in Table 1. It shows that the proportion of 24 h nonsystematic error in January and July is all about 50%, among which the value in July 2010 is the highest, up to 55.046%. The proportion of 24 h nonsystematic error is slightly higher than that of 48 h nonsystematic error. To some extent, this indicates that, while the forecasting period is shorter, the proportion of nonsystematic error is greater. It is important and necessary to correct the nonsystematic error component in forecast error.

3.2. Sensitivity Experiments of Truncation Order of Variational Method.

Equation (7) indicates that the nonsystematic error can be expressed approximately by a truncated expansion of the base vectors; the truncation order is an important factor that influences the effects of the method in estimation of
nonsystematic forecast error. Therefore, sensibility experiments are carried out to determine the number of truncation order at first, with truncation orders ranging from 10 to 70 in steps of 5 each. Forecast correction result shows that, when the truncation order is from 20 to 40, the average of RMSE of forecast is relatively smaller, which is given in Table 2. It indicates that, when the truncation order is 30, the average of RMSE after correction of nonsystematic error is the smallest, and correction effects are the best. Therefore, the figure of 30 is picked as the truncation order in variation method and to further analyse the method’s ability of estimating nonsystematic error and forecast correction effects.

Table 1: Proportion of nonsystematic error in total forecast error of geopotential height on 500 hPa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test month</th>
<th>24 h forecast (%)</th>
<th>48 h forecast (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008 Jan.</td>
<td>50.786</td>
<td>47.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009 Jan.</td>
<td>49.696</td>
<td>46.905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 Jan.</td>
<td>49.911</td>
<td>47.519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 Jul.</td>
<td>54.694</td>
<td>45.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009 Jul.</td>
<td>53.386</td>
<td>45.631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 Jul.</td>
<td>55.046</td>
<td>47.454</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: 24 h nonsystematic error of geopotential height on 500 hPa (unit: gpm) (a) January 17, 2008; (b) July 26, 2009; (c) January 15, 2010; (d) July 24, 2010.

Table 2: Average of RMSE of geopotential height on 500 hPa after correction of nonsystematic error for test samples with different truncation orders (unit: gpm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test type</th>
<th>R = 20</th>
<th>R = 25</th>
<th>R = 30</th>
<th>R = 35</th>
<th>R = 40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>7.925</td>
<td>7.876</td>
<td>7.930</td>
<td>7.937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>8.128</td>
<td>8.097</td>
<td>8.110</td>
<td>8.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>7.003</td>
<td>6.974</td>
<td>7.024</td>
<td>7.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>12.008</td>
<td>12.103</td>
<td>12.038</td>
<td>12.081</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Prediction of Nonsystematic Error. In this part, several examples are taken to analyse estimation effects of variational approach for 24 h and 48 h nonsystemic error.

3.3.1. Estimation of 24 h Nonsystematic Error. Estimation of nonsystematic error and the real one of 24 h forecast of geopotential height on 500 hPa on July 6, 2010, are illustrated in Figure 3. It shows that the method has favourable estimation ability for the nonsystematic error of this sample. The estimated value has basically consistent spatial distribution characteristic with that of the real one. For example, in the negative value area in the north of Japan Sea, the positive value area of Mongolia, and other main big value regions, they have good consistency with real field, not only the distribution but also magnitude, even though estimated value is a little smaller.

Calculate the RMSE of forecast before correction, after correction of systematic error, and after correction of nonsystemic error. The RMSE of this sample sees a fall from 9.610 gpm to 6.870 gpm after correction of systematic error, and it goes down to 5.848 gpm after further correction of nonsystemic error. It means that the estimation of nonsystematic error of this sample by variational approach is effective. The estimated value has main characteristic of nonsystematic value, and the correction can effectively improve the forecast based on systematic error correction.

3.3.2. Estimation of 48 h Nonsystematic Error. Figure 4 is the nonsystematic error field and the one estimated by variational approach of nonsystematic error of 48 h forecast of geopotential height on 500 hPa on January 15, 2010. It indicates that the distribution pattern of the nonsystematic error estimated by variational approach of this sample is much closer to the real field, similar to the sample above. The negative value area in northeast and Xinjiang in China and the positive value area near Qinghai-Tibet Plateau are obviously consistent with the real field, and the estimated value of nonsystematic error of this sample is much closer to the real. Variational approach can estimate forecast error effectively. The RMSE of GRAPES forecast field is 15.104 gpm, decreasing to 12.843 gpm after correction of systematic error and further decreasing to 10.320 gpm after correction of nonsystematic.

3.4. Verification with NCEP FNL Data. RMSE before forecast correction, after correction of systematic error, and after correction of nonsystematic error by variational approach is statistically analysed to access the effect of correction.

3.4.1. Analysis of 24 h Forecast Error Correction Effects. RMSE before forecast correction (GRADES), after correction of systematic error (SC), and after correction of nonsystematic error estimated by variational approach (NSEC) of 24 h forecast of geopotential height on 500 hPa in January and July of 2008, 2009, and 2010 is illustrated in Figure 5. Based on correction of systematic error, forecast corrected by variational approach can effectively improve forecast accuracy further.

For example, the RMSE of 2010 July (Figure 5(f)) shows that, after correction of systematic error, 31 samples see a fall in RMSE. After further correction of forecast by the nonsystematic error estimated by variational approach, RMSE of 28 samples further decreases. Moreover, compared with RMSE, after correction of systematic error, 27 samples show a drop of RMSE after correction of nonsystematic error. The increase of the other 4 individual samples’ RMSE is relatively tiny after correction of nonsystematic error. The correction effects of other months have similar results. Shao et al. [23] came up with the method of error correction by using the variational approach to build the relationship between the forecast fields combination (forecast \(x_k^f\) and forecast tendency \(x_k^f - x_{k-1}^f\)) and the forecast error primitively. So, the forecast error correction result conducted by this scheme is also illustrated in Figure 5 (shorted as NSEC-DEM, the green lines).

It has the ability to improve the forecast skill based on the systematic error correction, while is not as stable as the scheme in this paper (by building the relationship between the nonsystematic error series and the prior period nonsystematic error series).

Table 3 is the average of RMSE after GRAPES forecast, correction of systematic error, and correction of nonsystematic error for different months. For instance, the average figure of RMSE of GRAPES in January 2008 is 11.263 gpm, and it decreases to 9.489 gpm after system correction and then goes down to 8.376 gpm after correction of nonsystematic error. The nonsystematic error correction of DEM also shows an improvement based on the correction of systematic error, while its RMSE average is a little bigger than the approach we used in this paper. Experiments in other years have similar results. Correction of nonsystematic error can obviously improve forecast effects based on correction of systematic error.

Table 4 is the distribution of the ratios of RMSE of 24 h forecast after systemic error correction or after nonsystemic error correction to the RMSE of GRAPES model forecast in January and July of 186 samples. The ratios of three correction schemes are basically within the range below 1. The number of effective samples (the ratio is less than 1) of systematic error correction is 171, among which there are 161 samples further improved after correction of nonsystemic error. In 15 samples with invalid correction of systematic error, there are 14 samples improved after correction of nonsystematic error. The total number of valid samples after correction of nonsystematic error increases to 179. In this experiment, after systematic error correction, the number of samples with forecast obviously improved (the ratio is less than 0.8) is 94. The number increases to 133 after correction of nonsystematic error. Besides, after correction of nonsystematic error, the number of samples with invalid correction (the ratio is above 1) decreases from 15 to 7. The nonsystematic correction of nonsystematic error correction of DEM presents a similar result while the trend of the distribution moving to the smaller interval is not that significant. The correction of nonsystematic error by variational approach can increase the number of valid samples in forecast and reduce the number of samples with unobvious or invalid correction effects, and it is more efficient than the nonsystematic error correction approach of DEM.
Figure 3: 24 h nonsystematic error of geopotential height on 500 hPa on July 6, 2010 (unit: gpm): (a) nonsystematic error and (b) nonsystematic error estimated by variational approach.

Figure 4: 48 h nonsystematic error of geopotential height on 500 hPa on January 15, 2010 (unit: gpm): (a) nonsystematic error and (b) nonsystematic error estimated by variational approach.

Figure 5: Continued.
3.4.2. Analysis of 48h Forecast Error Correction Effects.

Similar to Figure 5, Figure 6 is the RMSE of geopotential height of 48 h forecast on 500 hPa in January and July of 2008, 2009, and 2010 before and after correction. A case study of July 2010 (Figure 6(f)) shows the RMSE of 30 samples decreases sharply, and the correction of only one sample is invalid after correction of systematic error. RMSE of forecast after nonsystematic error correction further decreases, and all samples are effectively corrected, which includes the invalid samples after systematic error correction. In this case, based on correction of systematic error, 24 samples’ RMSE further reduces which shows that variational approach is valid for correction of height field. Other tests have similar results.

![Figure 5: RMSE of 500 hPa geopotential height of 24 h forecast at January (a, b, and c) and July (d, e, and f) of 2008, 2009, and 2010. The black lines (GRAPES) denote GRAPES model forecast, red lines (SC) to the forecast after system correction, blue lines (NSC) to the forecast after correction of nonsystematic error, and green lines (NSEC-DEM) to the forecast after correction of nonsystematic error by DEM approach [23].](image)

Table 3: Average of RMSE of test samples of geopotential height on 500 hPa (unit: gpm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test month</th>
<th>GRAPES model</th>
<th>Systematic error correction</th>
<th>Nonsystematic error correction of DEM</th>
<th>Nonsystematic error correction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008 Jan.</td>
<td>11.263</td>
<td>9.489</td>
<td>8.928</td>
<td>8.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009 Jan.</td>
<td>11.077</td>
<td>8.588</td>
<td>8.022</td>
<td>7.930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 Jan.</td>
<td>11.306</td>
<td>8.854</td>
<td>8.494</td>
<td>8.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009 Jul.</td>
<td>8.887</td>
<td>7.104</td>
<td>7.008</td>
<td>6.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 Jul.</td>
<td>9.380</td>
<td>7.532</td>
<td>7.208</td>
<td>7.024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Distribution of ratios of RMSE of corrected 24 h forecast of geopotential height on 500 hPa to the forecast of GRAPES model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correction process</th>
<th>0.4–0.5</th>
<th>0.5–0.6</th>
<th>0.6–0.7</th>
<th>0.7–0.8</th>
<th>0.8–0.9</th>
<th>0.9–1.0</th>
<th>&gt;1.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systematic error</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsystematic error of DEM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsystematic error</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2. Analysis of 48h Forecast Error Correction Effects. Similar to Figure 5, Figure 6 is the RMSE of geopotential height of 48 h forecast on 500 hPa in January and July of 2008, 2009, and 2010 before and after correction. A case study of July 2010 (Figure 6(f)) shows the RMSE of 30 samples decreases sharply, and the correction of only one sample is invalid after correction of systematic error. RMSE of forecast after nonsystematic error correction further decreases, and all samples are effectively corrected, which includes the invalid samples after systematic error correction. In this case, based on correction of systematic error, 24 samples’ RMSE further reduces which shows that variational approach is valid for correction of height field. Other tests have similar results.

The average of RMSE of forecast before correction, after correction of systematic error, and correction of nonsystematic error of all test samples in each experiment is shown in Table 5. The average of RMSE of GRAPES model in January 2008 is 17.297 gpm. After system correction, it decreases to 15.406 gpm. After further correction of nonsystematic error by variational approach, it declines to 13.786 gpm. It can be seen that the correction of nonsystematic error can effectively improve forecast effects. Correction effects of forecast by variational approach in other years are similar to the result in January 2008.

Table 5 is the distribution of ratios of RMSE of 48 h forecast in January and July of 186 samples. It indicates that the ratio of valid correction of systematic error of 48 h forecast is 88.172%, increasing to 97.311% after nonsystematic error correction. The number of samples corrected effectively (the ratio is below 0.8) by nonsystematic error increases from 95 to 130, and the number of samples with invalid correction reduces from 22 to 5. Variational approach further decreases the RMSE and improves forecast effects based on systematic error correction.
3.5. Further Study on Temperature. This variational approach depends on the character of time tendency of variables. To verify the repeatability of the variational approach, experiments are conducted on the temperature and show a similar result to the geopotential height. Figure 7 gives one sample of the estimation of the temperature of 24 h forecast on 500 hPa on July 6, 2010. It shows that the method has favourable estimation ability for the nonsystematic error of this sample. The estimated value has basically consistent spatial distribution.
characteristic with that of the real one. For example, in positive value area, in the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, negative value area in the East China Sea, and its east of the Pacific Ocean, they have good consistency with the real field, with a little smaller magnitude like the geopotential height. The RMSE of this sample sees a fall from 0.878 K to 0.860 K after correction of systematic error, and it goes down to 0.764 K after further correction of nonsystematic error. It means that the estimation of nonsystematic error of this sample is effective. The estimated nonsystematic error has main character of the real one, and the correction can effectively improve the forecast based on systematic error correction.

Figure 8 is the RMSE change of temperature of 24 h forecast on 500 hPa in January and July of 2008, 2009, and 2010. Almost all the samples have a positive change after the systematic error correction (180 out of 186 samples). RMSE decreases gradually after the correction of nonsystematic error, which confirms this method’s positive effect on the forecast error correction of another variable.

The average of RMSE of forecast in Table 7 shows that the correction of nonsystematic error can improve forecast effectively. For instance, the average of RMSE of GRAPES model in January 2008 is 0.948 K. After system error correction, it decreases to 0.769 K. After further correction of nonsystematic error estimated by variational approach, it declines to 0.741 K. Correction effects of forecast by variational approach in other experiments are similar to the result in January 2008.

Table 8 is the distribution of ratios of 24 h forecast of temperature in January and July of 186 samples. It indicates that the ratio of valid correction of systematic error is 96.774%, increasing to 98.387% after nonsystematic error correction. The number of samples corrected effectively (the ratio is below 0.8) by nonsystematic error increases from 106 to 125, and the number of samples with invalid correction reduces from 6 to 3. Variational approach is also useful for the temperature variable.

To access the accuracy of the variational approach, the upper air observational temperature from MICAPS is used to verify the forecast after correction by calculating the RMSE between the forecast (interpolating to the observational upper air station) and the observational temperature, which is shown in Figure 9. It indicates that both systematic error correction and nonsystematic error correction reduce the RMSE compared to the GRAPES forecast, while the improvement from systematic error correction to nonsystematic error correction is not that obvious. If we use the historical observational data to correct the forecast, it may have a better performance.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed variational method to estimate nonsystematic model error and eliminate it by adopting historical analysis data, different from known model correction methods. Experiments are conducted for the study with the data in January and July from 2002 to 2010 of the GRAPES model forecast and NCEP FNL analysis. Forecast error is divided into two parts: systematic error and nonsystematic error.

(1) Preliminary analysis about spatial characteristics of forecast error is carried out in East Asia. The nonsystematic forecast error in GRAPES model has obvious characteristic of state dependency. The nonsystematic forecast error changes along season and the state of weather and makes up about half of the total forecast error.

(2) Using the variational approach, we obtain the nonsystematic forecast error estimation of GRAPES model, which is well corresponding to the real field. Of the total 186 sample tests of 24 h forecast, 91.935% and 96.273% show a significant amelioration after systematic error correction and nonsystematic error correction of RMSE, respectively. As for 48 h
As the correction efficiency proportion of samples increases from 88.172% of systematic error correction to 97.311% of nonsystematic error correction, the new method reduces the RMSE. Moreover, the approach proposed in this paper is more efficient than the method of DEM, which corrects the forecast by building the relationship between the nonsystematic and the forecast field combination. This method is efficient by using the character of time tendency of the geopotential height.

(3) To verify the repeatability of the variational approach, experiments are conducted on the 24 h forecast error correction of temperature on 500 hPa. The correction
efficiency proportion of samples of systematic error correction is 96.774%, increasing to 98.387% after the nonsystematic error correction. By comparing the forecast to the upper air observational data from MICAPS, the variational approach is confirmed to be efficient. With the increase of the convenience of the acquisition of observational data, applying the observation data to the error correction is possible.

(4) In consideration of the principle of this method, it could be useful for the other variables that have the character of time tendency. The experiments on temperature verify this conclusion. In the future, we would like to apply this method to a combination of some variables of different heights. This new error correction method is effective for GRAPES model, and further experiments may confirm that this method can be applied to other reasonable weather forecast models or ensemble NWP for longer-term applications. It provides an alternative tool to improve numerical predictions with historical analysis or observational data.
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